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To all whom it may concern: 
Beit known that I, GRANT BRAMBEL, a citi 

Zen of the United States, residing at St. Paul, 
in the county of Ramsey and State of Minne 
sota, have invented a new and useful Rotary 
Engine, of which the following is a specifica 
tion. 
My invention relates to moto1's, and par 

ticularly to rotary engines having reversible 
concentric pistons; and the objects in view are 
to provide a machine of simple construction 
with means for causing the maximum expan 
sion of steam, to provide an improved con 
struction of piston whereby the force of ex 
pansion is economized, and, furthermore, to 
provide simple and efficient means for lubri 
cating and packing the piston. 

Further objects and advantages of the in 
vention Will appear in the following descrip 
tion, and the novel features thereof will be 
particularly pointed out in the appended 
claim. 
In the drawings, Figure 1 is a perspective 

view of a motor embodying my invention. 
Fig. 2 is a vertical section of the same, per 
pendicular to the axis of rotation of the pis 
ton. Fig. 3 is a vertical section parallel with 
and through the axis of rotation of the piston. 
Fig. 4 is a face view of the piston to show the 
lubricating and packing ducts or grooves. 

Similar numerals of reference indicate cor 
responding parts in all the figures of the draw 
lingS. - . 

1 designates the casing of cylindrical con 
struction and provided with a base 2, having 
means for attachment to a fixed object, such 
means consisting in vertical bolt-holes 3, 
adapted for the reception of fastening-bolts. 
Fixed to or integral with the casing, prefer 
ably at its upper side, is a valve-casing 4, 
having a tapered transverse bore 5, in which 
is revolubly mounted the tapering plug 6. 
This plug is held in steam-tight contact with 
the walls of the casing 4 by means of a ten 
sion-spring 7, which is held in place by the 
nut 8, which is threaded upon a reduced ex 
tension of the plug. The cylinder 1 is pro 
vided with twin inlet-ports 9, which commu 
nicate with the bore of the valve-casing and 
diverge toward their lower ends to communi 
cate with the interior of the cylinder, and the 
plug of the throttle-valve above described is 

provided with a passage 10, which may bear 
ranged to communicate with either of said 
inlet-ports and convey steam or other motive 
agent from the inlet-opening 11 of the valve 
casing to the said steam-port. The exhaust 
port 12 is located diametrically opposite the 
inlet-ports, and in the construction illustrated 
in the drawings is formed in the base of the 
cylinder. 

Fixed to the projecting portion of the plug 
of the throttle-valve is a reversing-lever 13, 
which Operates adjacent to a segmental rack 
14 and is provided with a locking-pawl 15 to 
engage the notches of said rack, said pawl be 
ing held in operative relation with the rack 
by means of a spring 16. . 
The heads of the cylinder, which are shown 

at 17, are duplicates of each other in con 
struction and are secured to the cylinder by 
means of bolts 18, which extend through trans 
verse perforations in the walls of the cylin 
der. These heads are provided with extended 
bearings 19, in which is mounted the piston 
shaft 20, which may be provided adjacent to 
each head with a pulley or driven wheel 21, 
as shown in Fig. 3. Within the cylinder the 
piston 22 is fixed to the said shaft with its 
periphery contiguous to the inner surface of 
the cylinder. The piston is cored or recessed 
to form pockets 23, terminating at both ends 
in abrupt concaved abutments 24 to provide 
for the reversal of the motion of the piston, 
and in the walls of the cylinder, respectively 
adjacent to the inner ends of the inlet-ports, 
are the expansion-chambers 25, which are an 
gular in shape and have abrupt abutments 
26 to form the fixed abutments for the expand 
ing steam. The opposite or lower sides of 
these expansion - chambers are merged into 
the surface of the cylinder in order to avoid 
an obstructing shoulder. 
The bearing-boxes 19 are provided with the 

oil-cups 27 and the Subjacent Waste-Cups 28, 
supported by the pendent stems 29, which are 
connected to downwardly bulged or enlarged 
portions 30 of the bearings to insure the col 
lection of the waste lubricant in position to 
fall into the waste-cup. it. . . . 
The inner surfaces of the heads of the cyl 

inder are grooved to form lubricating and 
packing ducts 31, and the ends of the piston 
are provided with corresponding ducts 32, 
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which register with the ducts 31, each duct 
being semicircular in cross-section, whereby 
when combined the resulting ducts are circu 
lar in cross-section. The function of these 
ducts is to contain oil, water, or other fluid to 
lubricate the contacting surfaces of the piston 
and cylinder-heads and prevent the passage 
of stealm or other motive agent around the 
ends of the piston, such lubricant working 
thereinto from the bearings of the shaft 20. 

It is obvious that oil or other lubricating 
material which is applied to the bearings of 
the shaft 20 will work inwardly to the faces 
of the piston and thence outwardly toward 
the periphery thereof, and at the same time 
any steam or moisture which may enter be 
tween the ends of the piston and the contigu 
ous heads of the cylinder will be condensed 
and accumulate in the form of moisture in the 
ducts 31 and 32. 

Having described the construction of the 
improved motor, the operation thereof, briefly 
stated, is as follows: When the throttle-valve 
is turned to admit steam or other motive agent 
to One of the inlet-ports, said agent enters the 
cylinder adjacent to one of the expansion 
chambers 25, and is thus admitted to one of 
the chambers or recesses in the piston. The 
expansion of the steam gives the impulse nec 
essary to carry the piston in the direction in 
dicated by the arrow in Fig. 2 a sufficient dis 
tance to bring the succeeding recess or cham 
ber into the field of the incoming steam, the 
first-named chamber being meanwhile ex 
hausted at 12. The reversal of the motor is 
accomplished by moving the lever 13 to cause 
the admission of steam through the other in 
let-port. 

It will be understood that in practice vari 

ous changes in the form, proportion, and the 
minor details of construction may be resorted 
to without departing from the principle or 
sacrificing any of the advantages of this in 
vention. 
What I claim is 
In a rotary engine, the combination of a cyl 

inder having opposite heads provided with 
registering extended bearing boxes, in Wardly 
divergent steam inlet ports communicating 
with the interior cylinder at their inner ends 
and a common valve casing at their outer ends, 
a cut-off and reversing valve arranged in said 
casing, a rotary piston arranged in the cylin 
der and provided with peripheral pockets 
adapted to communicate with stealm cham 
bers at the inner. ends of said ports, register 
ing cross-sectionally semi-circular grooves 
formed in the contiguous faces of the piston 
and cylinder heads concentric with said bear 
ing boxes, said grooves combining to form 
cross-sectionally circular lubricating ducts, a 
shaft mounted in said bearings and fixed to 
the piston, and lubricating devices in com 
munication with the bores of said bearings, 
whereby lubricating material is adapted to 
pass between the ends of the piston and the 
cylinder heads and accumulate in said lubri 
cating ducts to form packing to prevent the 
exhaust of steam or the passage thereof from 
one pocket to another of the piston, substan 
tially as specified. 

In testimony that I claim the foregoing as 
my own. I have hereto affixed my signature in 
the presence of two witnesses. 

GRANT BRAMBEL. 
Witnesses: 

JAMESBURKE, 
JOHN DEGNAN, 
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